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Abstract

Smart homes are pervasive environments to enhance the comfort, the security, the safety and the energy consumption of the residence. An ambient intelligence system uses information of devices to represent the context of the home and its residents. Based on a context database, this system infer the daily life activities of the resident. Hence, abnormal behavior or chronic disease can be detected by the system. Due to the complexity of these systems, a large variety of anomalies may occur and disrupt the functioning of critical and essential applications. To detect anomalies and take appropriate measures, an anomaly management system has to be integrated in the overall architecture. In this paper, we propose an anomaly management framework for smart homes. This framework eases the work of designers in the conception of anomaly detection modules and processes to respond to an anomaly appropriately. Our framework can be used in all heterogeneous environments such as smart home because it uses Semantic Web ontologies to represent anomaly information. Our framework can be useful to detect hardware, software, network, operator and context faults. To test the efficiency of our anomaly management framework, we integrate it in the universAAL middleware. Based on a reasoner, our framework can easily infer some context anomalies and take appropriate measures to restore the system in a full functioning state.
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1. Introduction

Smart homes refer to residences equipped with technology to monitor the environment and provide advance services based on the context of daily life activities of the inhabitants. Devices (i.e., sensors, actuators, computers...) are scattered everywhere in the residence and an ambient intelligence system uses the information they send to offer a better quality of life. The ambient intelligence system proposes automated appliance control and assistive services to the residents. Hence, smart homes enhance personal comfort, security, safety and energy consumption\textsuperscript{1}.

However, smart homes are composed of heterogeneous networks and device’s capacities\textsuperscript{2}. Devices differ in terms of both communication technologies and capabilities (software and hardware). Indeed, these devices often use dif-
different communication technologies where the interoperability cannot be ensured. Moreover, these devices range from high-end PC devices to low-end battery-less devices. The heterogeneity of networks and device’s capacities increase the complexity to exchange information between them. The ambient intelligence system need a same representation of the information to monitor the context appropriately.

Semantic Web technologies such as Web Ontology Language (OWL) are good candidates to provide data interoperability between these devices. Semantic Web ontologies can be used to classify information and formally describe concepts. Indeed, ontologies describe the relations between objects that represent the domain of interest. Hence, ontologies increase the inferring power of the ambient intelligence systems. Due to the limitless interoperability possibilities proposed by Semantic Web ontologies, researchers propose context-aware middlewares, frameworks and architectures in order to propose a generic platform to ease the development of applications based on the context of daily life activities of the residents. These researches can increase the comfort and safety of the inhabitants while enhancing the energy consumption of the residence.

Smart homes can propose a large variety of applications. One of the most important application is the health care of residents. People ageing occurs in every country all over the world. Indeed, the expected population of the EU-28 around 2050 will reach 525.5 million inhabitants while 28% will be over 65 years and 11% over 80. Population ageing raises the dependency level of the elder people. Smart home is convenient to monitor the health of dependent people and offer healthcare services remotely. In the same way as for generic smart home infrastructure, context-aware middlewares, frameworks and architectures are proposed to manage the health of the residents. All these approaches use Semantic Web ontologies such as OWL to ensure interoperability of information and infer the daily activities of the residents. These methods can detect changes in the behavior of residents or chronic diseases and inform caregivers of health problems.

Due to the large variety of applications, anomalies in smart homes can put at risk the life of the residents. For example, caregivers cannot detect chronic diseases if the sensors worn by the residents send false information. In the same way, in case of a broken human fall detection sensor, emergency workers may be informed about the problem after a long time while causing an excessive stress or increasing the suffering of the fallen resident. Hence, an anomaly management system becomes an indispensable part of the overall architecture.

In this paper, we propose an context-aware anomaly management framework. Our framework uses the semantic web ontologies to represent the anomaly information. So, our framework can be uses in all types of heterogeneous environments such as smart homes. Our framework eases the design of anomaly detection modules and anomaly management services. It incorporates a reasoner to infer misbehavior or context problems. Our framework is designed to manage hardware, software, network, operator and context faults.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. We present in section II, a fault model for smart homes and the design of the anomaly ontology. In section III, we present our anomaly management framework. In section IV we provide the details of its integration in the universAAL middleware. Finally, we conclude with some insights and related perspectives, in section V.

2. Smart home anomaly

Before delving into the smart home related faults, it matters to define what a fault is. Fault, failure, error... are many words used to refer to a system in an undesired configuration. Instead of classifying these words in a hierarchy, the higher level concept of anomaly will be used. An anomaly is an abnormal, or unexpected, situation or behavior of a part of a system. This is a "should not/never happen” phenomenon.

2.1. New anomaly model

From "Multi Agents Systems” (MAS) to "Service Oriented Architecture” (SOA), Distributed Systems vary in forms and aspects/concepts. As with anything, distributed systems are not perfect, and present some troubles. Whether they are human controlled or not, potential anomalies may originate from their conception, their usage, or malevolence. An anomaly in Distributed Systems can be of four types: hardware anomaly, software anomaly, network anomaly and operator anomaly. Hardware anomalies concern the problems encountered by physical devices. Software anomalies concern the problems encountered by the logical program executed on the physical device. Net-
work anomalies occur when the communication between at least two devices fails or is degraded. Operator anomalies are errors related to human factor and may be made during system design, manufacturing, implementation, operation and maintenance.

This description does not reflect all the possibilities that are of concern with pervasive technologies. For example, when a furnace breaks, an hardware fault is expected. However, when a smoke-detector detects smoke, this is not a fault in itself. The device works properly. Still, the smoke is not expected to be present, so the situation is an anomaly.

![Fig. 1. Smart home anomaly](image)

To this end, the extension from Fig. 1 is suggested. The context anomaly expresses the various alarms that may trigger due to "good work but bad situation". Unlike the previous anomalies (Hardware, Software, Network and Operator), this one helps to express more various situations.

The case of malicious act perpetrated through or to the system is deliberately left outside this scope. They are indeed a real threat, specifically for smart homes. However, they can be translated as alarms raised by policy-check softwares, or as previous categories from Fig. 1.

In smart homes, the good execution of the system should include the safety of the users and/or assisted people. This goal implies that some "correct behaviors" (such as alarms...) must be treated as anomaly. For example, there is no reason to treat differently a fire alarm than a burnt-out light notice. Hence the addition in Fig. 1.

In this context, an ontology has been built to tackle anomaly expression in smart homes. Due to the wide variety of situations, and elements of the system, the ontology is conceived as a high-level abstraction and cut down in 3 parts.

1. An ontology describing the components; the various part of a system and its relevant surrounding. This part is detailed in section 2.2.
2. An ontology describing the anomaly; centered mainly on the expressed knowledge of the anomaly occurring or suspected to occur. This part is detailed in section 2.3.
3. An ontology describing the communication messages about the anomaly. This part is detailed in section 2.4.

![Fig. 2. Anomaly’s ontology overview. The various parts are surrounded. Detection (2.4.1) and Reasoning (2.4.2) aspect are put into light.](image)

1 except for the potential severity
2.2. Component

A component is a part of the system; the system being what is studied or used, with its relevant dependencies. By itself, a component can be studied as a system, with underlying components. For instance, a basic smart home’s system could be: the devices (sensors, actuators...); the network; the home itself (including its furniture); the dependent people and any other inhabitant. From Fig. 2, a component has various properties.

- An identification key that permits to uniquely identify a given component.
- A role that defines what can be expected of the component. Expected roles are:
  - a node, either an actuator, a sensor, a network relay or a computing device;
  - an authority, defining the type of rights granted to the component;
  - a resource, either a consumable that can be used or an alterable medium.
- A location that refers to some system’s known areas.
- A state that defines both the component’s Finite State Machine’s state (on, off, etc.), and how well does it perform (is it broken?).

2.3. Anomaly

An anomaly is an “observed, abnormal behavior of (a part of) a system”. An anomaly’s description should then express, at least, which part of the system is affected, by what. Ideally, this should be completed with additional information, such as which components observe the anomaly, or the worth of its management. As proposed in Fig. 2, an anomaly can be described by:

- a set of effects. Each effect describes one aspect of the observed phenomenon;
- a set of causes. Each cause refers to a component suspected to be the source of the anomaly;
- a set of occurrences. Each occurrence refers to where and when which component observed the anomaly;
- a criticality. It is a time dependent worth attributed to the anomaly management;
- a set of domains. Each domain relates to a specific kind of consequence of the anomaly;
- a category. An anomaly can happen once (transient), periodically (recurrent) or definitively (permanent).

An anomaly may be linked to other anomalies it may be related to. These other anomalies may be suspected occurrences of the same anomaly. They may be improved knowledge of the situation. Or these anomalies may be unrelated, and are wrongly linked together.

2.4. Anomaly message communication ontology

Once an anomaly is detected, the system must be warned of its occurrence. Then, additional information can be gathered and processed. Finally, appropriated actions to mitigate its effect can be suggested. These 4 steps can be classified into 2 categories: Detection and Reasoning. The former is about anomaly acknowledgment, whereas the latter is about anomaly management. When an anomaly is detected, an anomaly message is sent. Once received, a component infers a suited reaction. If unable to process the message, it transmits the message to a more suited component.

2.4.1. Detection

The detection part of the message ontology focuses on the knowledge discovery. This relies on components’ survey to trigger a warning about abnormalities. Such triggered warnings fall into 2 categories: the alert, when the abnormality is firstly discovered; the report, when the knowledge about the abnormality is completed.

Alert. The alert is a message which warns the system an anomaly has been detected. It is completed by an instance of the anomaly ontology, with as much information as available from the emitter. Thus, the provided anomaly may be incomplete, or even almost empty. The alert is emitted by any component able to detect the occurrence of an anomaly.
Report. The report is a message which completes previous knowledge about the related anomaly. The information it provides is not definitive, as it can be erroneous. Though, the report should contain as reliable as possible information. The report is emitted by any component which knows of an anomaly, and can provide complementary information.

2.4.2. Reasoning

The reasoning part of the message ontology focuses on the improvement of the knowledge about the anomaly. This relies on the component’s ability to reason, and to process information. When an alert or a report occurs, two reactions are expected of the system: the analysis, when the system improves and strengthens the knowledge of the anomaly; the response, when the system tries to mitigate or solve the anomaly.

Analysis. Similarly to the report, the analysis completes previous knowledge about the anomaly. The distinction is that an analysis provide, if not definitive, up to date and reliable information. Only authorized components can emit an analysis.

Response. The response is a (complex) instruction sent to mitigate the anomaly, to the point of resolving it if possible. It consists in a pseudo-program; an ordered tree of procedures to perform, sent to the relevant components. The exact content of the response depends on the concerned components; each component understanding a set of procedures. The reasoner might require to adapt an ideal resolution / mitigation to what is available. The response can only be emitted by authorized, well suited components.

Anomaly messages can be published by any components. According to the inferring capability of the component, a report may also be published. Unlike anomaly messages, reasoning related messages can only be published by authorized components. Because of their implication in the outcome of the system, analysis and responses must be given great care.

3. Context-aware framework for anomaly management

During the realization of a project, it is time consuming to manage anomalies. More so as many frameworks or middlewares manage only a subset of the expected ones. Hence, it is necessary to have abstract method to manage them.

Our framework eases the developers’ work related to anomaly management. It offers a high level interface to trigger anomaly related messages that can be sent to specific components/services or to all of them. Through these messages, the system can determine if it fails due to transient or persistent anomalies and react accordingly. One of the main benefit of our framework is hardware- and software-independence. Indeed, the interoperability is ensured by the use of Semantic Web ontology to define an anomaly. Accordingly to the smart home ontology we proposed (cf. Section 2), five types of anomaly can be managed: hardware anomaly, software anomaly, network anomaly, operator anomaly and context anomaly.

Our framework is given in Fig. 3.a. It is composed of five anomaly detection modules (ADM). They extract from the context, including other anomalies, their relevant occurring anomalies. The devices ADM manages the hardware failures and related anomalies. The services ADM manages the software failures. The network ADM manages the anomalies related to the communication layer. The application ADM manages part of the third-parties’ software failures. It overlaps both software and operator anomalies from Fig. 1. On the other hand, the context anomalies are fused inside the context manager that is usually proposed by context-aware frameworks or middlewares. The context manager (situation publisher, semantic reasoner, knowledge core and context aggregator) is enhanced to manage anomaly as any other context event. Though only the context manager is detailed, each anomaly detection module may have their own reasoner, knowledge core, and so on.

Our anomaly management framework is generic enough to be integrated into context-aware and legacy frameworks or middlewares. Hence, our proposal with the anomaly ontology can extend existing context-aware frameworks or middlewares, to take into account anomalies. The same way context-aware frameworks or middlewares ease the context management for the applications, Anomaly-aware framework would ease the management of anomaly.

Fig. 3.b presents our framework, integrated into a context aware middleware. The modifications are quite light. The different ADMs from Fig.3a are placed in their expected place: their respective manager in the middleware; or
their related component. In service oriented, context-aware middlewares, the focus is given to communication: service and context are transmitted to and from the applications. Though in Fig.3b, only the context manager is detailed, the service manager is similar. Both have their own reasoner, publisher, and so on. Both managers interact to improve their own efficiency, as well as the overall efficiency.

4. Integration in universAAL

4.1. Brief description of universAAL

Our framework is generic enough to be incorporated into smart home middlewares with little work. Due to its specific design for AAL systems, UniversAAL middleware\textsuperscript{14} (uAAL) is selected for the implementation.

The UniversAAL middleware is an EU FP7 project middleware geared toward AAL and related tasks. Following of a few previous (FP6) projects, uAAL aims to be a relevant standard in the AAL middlewares world. This service oriented architecture (SOA) is written in Java 6 and relies on OSGi for the deployment. The applications register themselves to the middleware and expose their interfaces as ontology instance’s patterns. In this middleware, the communication layers are abstracted, and applications receive only the messages for which they registered. Changes are expressed as context events, and operations are translated into service requests, and both are ontology’s instances.

4.2. UniversAAL class diagram

Fig. 4.a provides an overview of the uAAL’s organization. Some of the parts are optional. This is the case for the “security” and its subclasses, as well as the situation reasoner. These parts are then easier to make evolve. As a side bonus, is eases the development of unrelated services.

In Fig. 4.b, the additions to uAAL are represented by gray classes. Most additional services (publisher and aggregator) are not fully integrated with uAAL yet. Hence, they are just applications.

Since the potential anomalies are dependent of the applications and the system, managing the detection of all and any anomaly is almost an impossible task. Therefore, the universAAL middleware manages only a small subset of the anomaly detection, centered on the communication. For this reason, specific detection applications are built. They take care of basic aspects of the life cycle of the associated applications. These “application managers” are jointly configured with a basic rule-based expert system. Current “proof-of-concept” anomaly responses are start/stop specific instance of a service or specific service.
Fig. 4. a) UniversAAL class diagram (white classes). b) UniversAAL class diagram extension for modeling fault management (gray classes)

Fig. 5. a) At the left, the main interface (with one of the bedroom sensors momentarily disabled). b) At the right, the full interface (just after the reactivation of the bedroom sensor).

4.3. Results

Illustrated by Fig. 5.a, a proof of concept has been implemented in uAAL. The temperature is monitored in two rooms: Room1 and Room2. Room1 is equipped with two temperature sensors (B and L) whereas Room2 is equipped with a temperature sensor (K) and a temperature regulator (the blue square). The temperature regulator has two processes: one to regulate the temperature of the rooms and one to manage the anomalies. Only one temperature sensor is active at a time in each room, so the temperature sensor B is in a sleeping mode.

Periodically, each active temperature sensor sends the temperature of the room to the regulator. The regulator adjusts the heat of the radiator according to the temperature requested by the resident.

In this test UI, by clicking on the desired sensor, the user requests the termination of the sensor. In Fig. 5.b, the user disables the temperature sensor L. The regulator stops to receive temperature messages from the sensor L. After a defined waiting time, the regulator knows that the sensor L is down. It sends an anomaly message to the anomaly manager. When the anomaly manager receives this message, it infers that the sensor L is down. It sends a message to the sensor B in order to wake it up, while the regulator monitors the temperature of the room Room1.

5. Conclusion

Smart homes use heterogeneous networks and device’s capacities to offer a better quality of life to the residents and provide assistive services. In the literature, a lot of proposals have been realized to consider the user context and infer the activity performed by the users. To ensure data interoperability between the devices, these proposals use Semantic Web ontology.

However, they do not take into account the anomalies that a system may encounter. Due to specific applications for smart homes such as healthcare, the potential failures of the system have to be taken into consideration. Hence, anomaly management systems become an indispensable part of the overall architecture.
We propose in this paper an anomaly management framework to ease the design of applications and anomaly detection modules. By using such a framework, the designer of the system can easily define specific anomalies and some rules to react at some inappropriate changes in the system. Our framework provides a high level of detail in anomaly conditions. Through the anomaly messages, the system can determine if it fails for reasons such as transient anomaly or persistent anomaly and infer the actions to restore the system in a functioning state or mitigate the anomaly. To ensure interoperability, our framework is based on Semantic Web ontology to describe an anomaly (represented by a set of objects and the interactions between them). The ontology can describe five types of anomaly: hardware anomaly, software anomaly, network anomaly, operator anomaly and context anomaly.

The framework has been integrated in the context-aware middleware universAAL. This proof of concept shows the effectiveness of our framework. Indeed, it eases the development of specific applications related to the anomaly management. Developers can easily represent an anomaly through its ontology or create applications that trigger anomalies when an unexpected event occurs. Indeed, they only need to use high level interface to trigger an anomaly.
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